


Swimming Scholar:  Lauren 
Gustafson, our cover model 
and a senior in Purdue’s School 
of Health Sciences, is setting 
a soaring pace through one of 
the nine academic units of the 
College of Health and Human 
and Sciences. Like many of our 
best students, she personifies 
the college’s emerging strategic 
plan. That is through the acts 
of learning, discovery and 
engagement. Gustafson is not 
only one of the fastest Purdue 
swimmers in its history of  
women’s swimming, she’s also 
a Distinguished Big Ten Scholar. 
The freestyle sprinter qualified 
for the U.S. Olympic Team Trials 
in 2012 while balancing a rigorous 
academic schedule. After she 
graduates in May 2013, she’ll 
attend the Indiana University 
School of Medicine on a new path 
to becoming a doctor, possibly 
a pediatrician. For more on 
Gustafson, look for her profile 
online at www.purdue.edu/hhs.  
(Photos by Andrew Hancock)
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opportunity to 

change the world

Over the past year, faculty and staff from the College 

of Health and Human sciences (HHs) have been 

working together to develop the college’s strategic plan. 

throughout its development, a guiding principle has been 

to build a strong foundation for HHs. establishing an 

environment of openness, innovation and collaboration, as 

well as an appreciation of diversity, is critical to achieving 

our goals. such an environment reflects the enduring 

values of HHs faculty and staff, and it prepares the college 

for exciting growth and greater impact on the state of 

indiana, the nation and the world.

the planning process forced us to look inward — to 

determine what was important to us, to ask what we 

wanted to become and how we would get there. through 

our teaching, research and engagement, we will continue 

to address important problems central to improving the 

lives of people. we have the strategic advantage of being 

the academic home to scholars in both the human sciences 

and health sciences. together, we aspire to a reputation for 

excellence in our research, in how we teach and prepare 

students for the future and in the ways in which we serve 

our communities. As each day passes, we move closer to 

achieving these goals, which are intentionally and closely 

aligned with those in the University’s New Synergies plan.

we anticipate having our strategic plan completed by the 

end of this year.

in this issue of Life 360, those three areas of the HHs 

strategic plan — learning, discovery and engagement — 

are exemplified through stories and photos. in “rethinking 

teaching,” you’ll read about new learning strategies 

taking place in HHs classrooms. “battling Parkinsons” 

covers eight HHs researchers who are studying potential 

causes and the effects of Parkinson’s disease, a disease 

affecting nearly 1 million people living in the U.s., along 

with innovative ways patients are coping with the disease. 

on page 28, you’ll learn about our newest initiative, the 

women’s global Health institute, a comprehensive and 

collaborative partnership with Purdue’s discovery Park 

that is proactively focusing on protecting and improving 

women’s health and well-being through prevention of 

disease. our engagement stories also include a piece on the 

“my Plate” exhibit, which made its premiere at the indiana 

state fair this summer, and an article about the Center for 

global Urban sustainability.

this issue continues our magazine’s mission to tell our 

story through vivid photography. i think you’ll enjoy our 

“tools of the trade” photos beginning on page 26, as well 

as photos from the most recent (2012) Purdue University 

dance marathon, a student organization founded by travis 

stoutenborough, an HHs alumnus.

As we enter into our third academic year as a college, i’d 

like to thank you for your support and encouragement as we 

build your new home at Purdue, the College of Health and 

Human sciences.

Hail Purdue!

Christine ladisch

inaugural dean
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reverberations
THe COLLeGe OF HeALTH AnD HUMAn SCIenCeS (HHS) BeCAMe An OFFICIAL PUrDUe enTITy On JULy 1, 2010. Life 360, THe 
InAUGUrAL PUBLICATIOn FOr ALUMnI AnD FrIenDS, wAS CreATeD In PArT TO SHOw THe COnneCTIOnS BeTween nIne 
ACADeMIC UnITS wITHIn THe COLLeGe, THe BUrGeOnInG COLLABOrATIve eFFOrTS OF LIke-MInDeD reSeArCHerS AnD THeIr 
STUDenTS AnD THe InCreASInG GLOBAL reACH OF HHS. BASeD On FeeDBACk, THe MAGAzIne HAS Been weLL-reCeIveD. In-
HOUSe COLLeAGUeS AT PUrDUe AnD ALUMnI SHAreD THeIr enTHUSIASM FOr BOTH THe PUBLICATIOn AnD THe POSSIBILITIeS 
OF THe new COLLeGe. Here’S SOMe OF wHAT we HeArD FrOM eMAILS AnD On FACeBOOk.

deAr deAn lAdisCH:

my wife (Andrea Coward, nUr ’73) and i recently 

received the Life 360 magazine from the College of 

Health and Human sciences. we thoroughly enjoyed 

reading about the new college and the many exciting 

initiatives that are under way. now that we are both 

graduates of the same academic college (nursing and 

Human development and family studies), we have 

great pride 

in sharing this common bond. Congratulations to you 

and other colleagues who are building on an extraordi-

nary foundation and shaping the future. we both wish 

you the very best as this exciting endeavor continues 

to unfold.

rAymond t. CowArd (Phd ’74)

executive vice President and Provost

Utah state University

BEauTIful!
ben PAolillo 

senior director - Alumni Clubs 

Purdue Alumni Association

Life 360 is great! from the articles to the 

photos … layout and design, (including 

paper texture and binding)!!

KuDos!
lisA l. stein (lA ’98)

Communications and Proposal Coordinator

Human development and family studies

Purdue University

thank you for the “65 and Holding, baby boomers 

Plan for the golden years” article!! 

ExcEllEnt!!
mAryAnn blodgett wilsHere (Hdfs ’72)lOvE 

the Life 360 magazine! the articles are 

well-written and fantastic graphics!

Anne sHields (sCienCe ’80)
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LiFe 360 | Looking good
Life 360 caught the eye of industry professionals as well. the magazine was named 

a finalist in the category of best design for a print publication in ragan’s Health Care 

Pr and marketing Awards 2012. the contest had more than 300 entries. 
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360˚ review
FrOM STAnDOUT STUDenTS TO HOnOreD PrOFeSSOrS TO FACULTy reSeArCHerS On THe CUTTInG eDGe OF DISCOvery, 
THe COLLeGe OF HeALTH AnD HUMAn SCIenCeS (HHS) COnTInUeD TO MAke newS In ITS SOPHOMOre yeAr. Here Are A Few 
HIGHLIGHTS FrOM THe 2011-12 ACADeMIC yeAr. FOr THe LATeST, vISIT HHS OnLIne AT www.PUrDUe.eDU/HHS.

Consumer sCienCes 
and  retailing
with a flair for fashion and the 

ability to leap several meters 

through the air, leah eber, an 

apparel and design technology 

major, added two more big ten 

Championship long jump titles 

to her resume, taking home 

firsts in both the conference 

indoor and outdoor meets. the 

four-time champion (she de-

fended both titles from 2011) 

and second-team All-American, eber also put her cloth-

ing line on center stage at the spring fashion show. she 

graduated in may and hopes to pursue a career in profes-

sional track and field. www.purdue.edu/hhs/leaheber

HealtH and Kinesiology
June marked the 40th anniversary of the title iX legisla-

tion mandating that women and girls have equal op-

portunities in high school and college sports programs. 

Cheryl Cooky, assistant professor of health and kine-

siology and women’s studies, continues to explore how 

title iX has made a place for women in sports and what 

changes are needed to truly level the playing field for fe-

male athletes. on the administrative front, timothy gavin 

became the department’s new head on August 1, 2012.

HealtH sCienCes
the school announced the establishment of a 3+2 

program, formally the “accelerated health care manage-

ment degree program,” which combines three years of 

health sciences curriculum and two years of Krannert 

business management study for an advanced business 

degree in health management. the Commission on 

 Accreditation of medical Physics educational Programs 

(CAmPeP) accredited a joint graduate program in medi-

cal physics with the school of medicine at the indiana 

University. the CAmPeP accreditation ensures that stu-

dents are eligible for board certification upon graduation 

and helps foster research collaborations among partici-

pating faculty, clinicians and technologists across the 

disciplines at two premier higher learning institutions in 

indiana.

Hospitality and tourism management
An innovative pizzeria is getting a leg up in the busi-

ness world. Azzip Pizza, led by brad niemeier, a senior 

in hospitality and tourism management, won $20,000 

as the top finisher in the black division of Purdue’s 25th 

annual burton d. morgan business Plan Competition. 

neimeier delivered the 

winning presentation in 

february for his restau-

rant concept aimed at the 

fastest-expanding sector of 

the industry, fast-casual, 

where customers can 

choose their toppings while 

the pizza is being made. 

Human development and Family studies
four faculty members were honored for their teaching 

and research efforts. shelley macdermid wadsworth, 

professor of human development and family studies, 

received one of the 2012 morrill Awards, which recognize 

faculty who have excelled as teachers, researchers 

and scholars and in engagement missions. daniel 

mroczek was named the william and sally berner Hanley 

Professor of gerontology. shawn whiteman, associate 

professor of human development and family studies, 

Photo by Purdue Athletics

Photo by University news service
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received the HHs early Career research Achievement 

Award. doug sprenkle, professor emeritus of marriage 

and family therapy, received the Award for outstanding 

Contribution to marriage and family therapy from the 

American Association for marriage and family therapy.

nursing
Karen yehle, assistant professor of nursing, received an 

honorable mention in the Indianapolis Star’s 10th annual 

salute to nurses. Honoring nurses and nurse educators 

from around the state who provide selfless service and 

dedication to their communities, the salute to nurses 

received more than 900 nominations. nine individuals 

received awards. 

nutrition sCienCe
Connie weaver, head and distinguished Professor of  

nutrition science, received the Herbert newby mcCoy 

Award, the most prestigious research honor given at 

Purdue. weaver was recognized for her work on calcium 

metabolism in adolescents and the impact of diet, gender, 

race and sexual maturity on calcium utilization. she is also 

a member of the institute of medicine, which is the health 

arm of the national Academies. weaver also received the 

linus Pauling institute Prize for Health research. wayne 

Campbell, professor of nutrition science, won the col-

lege’s research Achievement Award. 

psyCHologiCal sCienCes
david rollock, associate professor of 

psychological sciences, was named 

one of six 2012 murphy Award winners 

at the faculty Awards Convocation in 

April. drawing on his extensive back-

ground as a licensed clinical psy-

chologist, rollock often leads in-class 

interviews with patients suffering from conditions such 

as eating disorders, autism, bipolar disorders and schizo-

phrenia. Putting a human face on the disorders discussed 

in class helps students realize the magnitude of abnormal 

psychology, rollock says. in other news on the faculty 

front, robert Kail was named a distinguished Professor  

of Psychological sciences. 

speeCH, language, and Hearing sCienCes
students in a Purdue service-learning program developed 

an application for Apple’s iPad that helps children with 

severe autism learn how to communicate. the app, called 

sPeAKall!, allows the children to construct sentences by 

choosing photos and graphic symbols. the app speaks the 

sentence, which allows a child to communicate a thought 

and also helps the child learn to talk. launched on itunes 

in november, the free app has been downloaded more 

than 3,300 times.

HHs extension
extension educators received the Ann Hancook Award for 

excellence in educational program for Captain Cash, an 

initiative designed to deliver relevant and exciting finan-

cial education to third- and fourth-grade public school 

children throughout indiana. According to a 2009 study 

by the Council on economic education, some 70 percent 

of youth from elementary grades to high school are not 

required to learn money management 

skills in the traditional classroom. with 

the mean amount of family credit card 

debt current at $7,300, financial lit-

eracy becomes paramount. last year, 

more than 2,000 students interacted 

with Captain Cash in classrooms, sig-

nificantly impacting attitudes toward 

financial behavior.Photo by mark simons
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Teachers are called to transfer knowledge and engage students in critical thinking. 

That transfer may not have changed all that much since Socrates taught Plato, 

who schooled Aristotle, whose tutelage may have helped spawn Alexander’s greatness. 

But new learning strategies are altering the academic landscape at Purdue. From active 

memory retrieval methods to increased use of online and social media tools both in and 

out of the classroom, professors in the College of Health and Human Sciences are stay-

ing ahead of the learning curve by reshaping it. 

For a cognitive psychologist like Jeff karpicke, there’s an opportunity to find a better 

way to actively train our brains to recall material better, more precisely. George Hollich, 

associate professor of psychological sciences, and Cleveland Shields, associate pro-

fessor of human development and family studies, use multimedia tools to help raise the 

voices of students in large lecture halls. And whether they’re introducing their students 

to the concepts of hospitality tourism or the nuances of insulin, professors Jonathon 

Day and Janet Thorlton believe an online environment enhances the educational  

experience.

Trailblazers, trendsetters or simply teachers looking to pass along knowledge more 

efficiently, these five have embraced change in their classroom delivery for the sake of 

improving the educational exchange. 

retHinKing 
TEaChINg

HOw HHS PrOFeSSOrS Are USInG new TOOLS 
AnD CLASSrOOM STrATeGIeS TO DeLIver HIGHer eDUCATIOn

 By william Meiners
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Mind over Material

Traditionally in the field of cognitive psychology, the study of 

learning and memory has taken place in laboratory settings. 

But Karpicke, associate professor of psychological sci-

ences, says his research team has revealed many principles 

and ideas that could have big implications for learning if 

they are transported into an educational context. His par-

ticular call to action? To develop easier ways for students to 

not only retain, but also better explain the concepts of what 

they’ve read.

“our research is focused on retrieval,” Karpicke says. “our 

studies have shown that when you’re retrieving knowledge, 

that activity itself is actually producing learning.”

So they tested a total of 200 students in two different stud-

ies by having them read texts on various science topics. The 

first group, using elaborative study techniques, created 

concept maps, or diagrams that illustrate the complicated 

connections and relationships in the material. The second 

group read the texts and practiced retrieval, putting aside 

the material and recalling concepts as best they could. A 

week later, the students returned to the lab for an assess-

ment of their long-term learning. The group of retrievers 

proved golden, showing a 50 percent improvement in long-

term retention scores and beyond the group that created 

concept maps. 

“The final retention test was one of the most important 

features of our study because we asked questions that 

tapped into meaningful learning,” Karpicke says. “The stu-

dents answered questions about the specific concepts they 

learned as well as inference questions asking them to draw 

connections between things that weren’t explicitly stated 

in the material. on both measures of meaningful learning, 

practicing retrieval continued to produce better learning 

than elaborative studying.”

That points to a deeper understanding, critical to absorb-

ing complex material. As far as techniques for retrieval, 

Karpicke says it could be as simple as having students write 

down a few clues as they’re reading the texts. The group 

is also developing some computer-based programs that 

prompt students to engage in the retrieval process, which 

is individualized and lets students work at their own pace 

and gauge their own progress. grants from the national 

Science Foundation and the U.S. Department of Education’s 

Institute of Education Sciences are helping to further this 

research.

Karpicke has tested students in Purdue labs and has 

taken the research on the road to Indianapolis elementary 

schools. one of their immediate findings: Students typically 

do not have a huge arsenal of study strategies. “We spend 

a lot of time in K-12 and college education giving students 

content instead of telling them how to go about learning,” 

Karpicke says. “So we hope to develop strategies and tech-

nologies that guide students to learn in a good, effective 

way.” 

education of the Masses

You may recall crowding into a large lecture hall in your own 

college days, elbow to elbow with some 200-plus restless, 

sometimes sleepy, 18- to 20-year-olds. These settings pres-

ent learning challenges — for both professor and pupils. 

“It feels lousy when you lose an audience of 200 students,” 

Karpicke says.

Though he probably hasn’t lost too many audiences. one 

of five Purdue teachers honored with a 2011 outstanding 

Undergraduate Teaching Award in memory of Charles B. 

murphy, Karpicke tries to keep students personally engaged 

in the heady material.

“In any of the big foundational courses students are going 

to be responsible for a lot of content that’s brand-new to 

them,” Karpicke says. “So I try to make it relevant. Cognitive 

psychology is about how the mind works and I’m talking to a 

Brain Builder: Jeff Karpicke, associate professor of 

psychological sciences, has shown that the act of 

retrieving knowledge has produced learning. (Photo 

by mark simons)
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bunch of people with minds, so I’ll spend a lot of time talking 

about learning strategies.” 

Hollich, Karpicke’s colleague in psychology, uses a tool 

called Hotseat in his Introduction to Child Psychology class. 

The Purdue-built backchannel system allows students to 

post comments and questions via Facebook and Twitter. 

And in Hollich’s case, that’s a chance to hear from all of the 

155 students enrolled.

In spite of some initial challenges, such as getting all the 

students to enter their phone numbers into Hotseat for at-

tendance purposes, Hollich is thrilled with the response he’s 

getting from his students. “often the things that are most 

misunderstood are not the things the top students would 

ask in a large class,” he says. “my principal use of Hotseat 

is to have students to text me one thing they had trouble 

understanding or one question they would like answered at 

the end of the class. This gives me a better picture of exactly 

where students are having difficulty and what topics need 

more lecture.”

For Shields, who teaches Human Sexuality and the Family 

to a class of 77, Hotseat helped create a dialogue that was 

previously unattainable in a large class, especially one with 

a subject matter that may make some students reluctant to 

speak their minds. “I alternate my lecture between Power-

Point and discussing Hotseat comments,” he says. “There’s 

never been a shortage of comments or questions.”

Both early adopters of Hotseat, Hollich and Shields have 

adjusted their teaching styles accordingly. But both seem 

enthusiastic about the apparent educational sea change 

— and where it’s leading them. “Teaching and learning is 

all about engagement,” says Hollich, who won Purdue’s 

Class of 1922 Helping Students Learn Award for teaching 

a traditional course in a nontraditional way in a program 

called ImPACT, which stands for Instruction matters: 

Purdue Academic Course Transformation. “These days 

students are turning to technology as another method to 

share their thoughts, questions and ideas. These new tech-

nological tools help us connect with students — pure and 

simple. We understand how much and exactly what they’re 

withstanding the Heat: with a student audience of 200-plus, elliot friedman, assistant professor of human develop-

ment and family studies, is using Hotseat in his Human development class. the social media tool allows students to 

post comments and questions via facebook and twitter. (Photo by Andrew Hancock)
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learning. In the past, we could’ve had students write short 

response papers or ask them to speak up in class, but this 

new technology gives us instantaneous feedback from all 

students in the classroom. It’s just a better tool, and I can’t 

see why more teachers don’t use it. It’s like digging a hole 

with a spoon instead of a shovel. Why not use the best tool 

to do the best job?”

Blackboard Learners

Like Hotseat, which was developed by Information Tech-

nology at Purdue, Blackboard Learn allows professors to 

structure courses and deliver the content in an online envi-

ronment. Students may meet for live lectures, as they do in 

Thorlton’s Clinical Applications of Pathophysiology class, so 

the online component becomes supporting material. 

Thorlton, assistant professor of nursing, is able to offer 

multiple tools to convey the complex content of pathophysi-

ology. For example, Blackboard Learn allows her to develop 

learning modules and embed illustrations and YouTube 

videos in her course materials. group assignments, discus-

sion boards and social media integration have all helped to 

develop a learning community — even if it’s online. 

As Thorlton helps prepare students to become registered 

nurses, Blackboard Learn lets her track their progress along 

the way. “With date and time stamps of student activity, I 

can easily run a log report to see who’s spending the time 

they need to with the online material,” she says.

With an undergrad and a grad class, each with about 50 stu-

dents, Thorlton divides the 50 into groups of six to eight. “It’s 

crucial that nursing students fully understand how insulin 

works,” she says, “so this makes for an ideal online discus-

sion topic in smaller groups.”

Among her graduate students in her Health Policy: Local to 

global course, Thorlton has a wide range of students with 

different work and life experiences, from nurses with mini-

mal experience to those with more than 30 years of experi-

ence. She’s divided those students into special interest 

groups and they can post drafts of papers and offer peer 

critiques. “It’s been one of the most successful classes I’ve 

ever taught,” she says, as some of her more mature stu-

dents take on a natural mentoring role.

Day, assistant professor of hospitality and tourism man-

agement, came to academia as a natural progression from 

a successful career in destination marketing, earning his 

master’s and a PhD along the way. He brings the industry 

experience to his classroom that his students crave. 

In addition to the intuitive ease in which Blackboard Learn 

helps him organize his undergraduate and graduate class-

es, Day likes having the extras of the system, so class time 

can be focused on discussions. Rather than spending the 

class taking copious notes, students can get lecture notes 

online. He’s also looking into putting some more self-guided 

lectures online.

“one of our challenges as teachers is to engage our stu-

dents,” Day says. “They’re already using a variety of dif-

ferent media, both in class and online. Coming from the 

business side of things, I really appreciate the impact of 

social media tools. Teaching is more than a couple of hours 

of face time in the class. These tools allow us to continue 

the conversation outside of class.”

And in the history of academic conversations, from dia-

logues between Socrates and Plato on what constitutes a 

virtuous life to cyber chats between Day and one of his hos-

pitality and tourism students on the business of marketing, 

these are the exchanges that lead to learning. 

Blackboard Teachers: Janet thorlton, assistant 

professor of nursing, and Jonathon day, assistant 

professor of hospitality and tourism management, 

use blackboard learn to enhance the in-class ex-

perience with an online component. (Photo by mark 

simons)
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talk of thE 

classroom
Christine weber-fox,  a well-known scientist for her 

work in understanding how the brain processes lan-

guage and speech, has now been honored for her teaching 

with the College of Health and Human sciences Award for 

outstanding Undergraduate education. Her students praise 

her for relating these experiences as a researcher, and 

speech-language pathologist, to the classroom.

weber-fox’s career in speech-language pathology started as 

a senior in high school when she took a guess on which com-

munication area to study.

“At the time, i didn’t know the major of speech-language 

pathology existed,” says weber-fox, professor of speech, 

language, and hearing sciences. “i was looking at a possible 

list of majors and i thought that sounded interesting. so, i 

signed up for it and ended up loving the field and making it 

my career.”

by the time students step into weber-fox’s classroom, 

they are committed to their major of speech, language, and 

hearing sciences. the 60 students she sees each week for 

speech language disorders in Health Care settings are 

already motivated to learn and excel in the classroom. she 

continues to inspire that passion, and as one student noted 

on an anonymous course evaluation, “she has an effective 

teaching style that keeps my interest and actually urges me 

to learn more.”

recent graduate erin Coffey, who was an honors student her 

junior year in the speech language disorder class, says, “she 

is a well-known professor in our field, which can be intimi-

dating for students, but she comes across as very down-to-

earth and it’s obvious she wants us to succeed.” 

Knowing that many of these students’ experiences with 

speech problems in dementia, Parkinson’s disease or trau-

matic brain injury patients are limited, weber-fox invites 

guest speakers to class. throughout the semester, these 

patients share their personal stories about the difficulties, 

quirks, challenges and even funny moments about living 

with a serious communication disorder.

“my students see that these people, and their loved ones, 

are inspiring,” weber-fox says. “whether it is a speech or 

language problem due to a stroke, dementia, trauma or 

disease, these individuals and their families are facing im-

mense challenges in their daily lives. the visitors broaden 

the students’ perspectives, and show them that despite their 

disorders they can work to achieve life goals. it really brings 

home what the focus of the students’ careers will be about, 

whether they go on to do clinical work and treat patients or 

pursue a career in research.”

one classroom visitor, a young woman who had been in a car 

accident, inspired Coffey to focus on speech and cognitive 

issues for people with traumatic brain injury. the speech 

challenges for traumatic brain injury patients can vary, but 

she struggled with slow and labored speech that made her 

sound different from most young adults.

“she stuck with me,” says Coffey, who began her graduate 

work at Purdue this fall. “she talked about what it is like to 

live with the injury and what her life like was before and how 

it has changed.” 

“it is a pleasure to teach these students because we share 

a fascination for human communication and a desire to help 

people with speech and language disorders,” weber-fox 

says. “it’s important for teachers to remember what it is was 

like to be a student, and that students are there too because 

of their passion and interests. if educators can build on the 

students’ curiosity and excitement, the students are going to 

invest more of themselves in the class. that inspires me.”

Amy Patterson Neubert

Christine weber fox (in red) with 
skylar Powlen, one of her seniors. (Photo by mark simons)
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To spur his students to global exploration, Liping Cai, 

professor of hospitality and tourism management, 

often shares a quote from St. Augustine. “The world is a 

great book,” the theologian philosophized, “of which they 

that never stir from home read only a page.” In that context,  

Purdue’s School of Hospitality and Tourism management 

(HTm) is helping to produce some voracious readers.

Consider Jenny (Jiyeon) Lee (HTm ’00). now a professor in 

the Australian School of Business and program director in 

services marketing tourism at the University of new South 

Wales, Lee earned her first degree in science education 

in her native Seoul, South Korea. “I taught chemistry and 

earth science at a Korean high school for a year, but wasn’t 

very challenged,” Lee says. “I wanted a bigger place where I 

wouldn’t have limitations on my life.”

Purdue’s internationally top-ranked HTm program allowed 

Lee to learn in the Crossroads of America. Lee’s global per-

spective changed by coming overseas. She has since visited 

almost every U.S. state and many countries in Europe. After  

Purdue, internships at the Hilton and marriott gave her criti-

cal insight into tourism operations. 

Cai, also director of Purdue’s Tourism and Hospitality  

Research Center, says the increasingly global nature of the 

travel business has created career opportunities for HTm 

students. “There is a new wave of U.S.-based multinational 

hospitality and tourism firms aggressively entering new 

markets for expansion and growth,” he says. “Last year,  

marriott International signed its 100th hotel in China and 

plans to open a hotel in that country every month for at 

least the next three years.”

With the global marketplace in mind, HTm students often 

travel. The school claims the highest percentage of its 

students in the college who take advantage of international 

learning experiences. Those opportunities range from 

spring break field trips to six-month internships. 

Katey Wheeler, an HTm senior, worked for six months as  

a guest relations intern for Shangri-La Hotel, Qingdao, 

China. The half-year changed her life. “I had to catch on to 

their language very quickly,” says Wheeler, who plans to 

return to the company. “Luckily, I had my iPhone and used a 

Chinese/English dictionary.”

For an academic like Lee, the global experience informs her 

worldview. “my travel experiences are often integrated into 

my teaching and research,” says Lee, who looks at tourism 

marketing through the eyes of a tourist, specifically from a 

psychological and behavioral standpoint. 

Cai, also the associate dean for diversity and international 

programs, noted Lee’s dedication on a visit to new South 

Wales. “She’s truly concerned for the intellectual and per-

sonal growth of her students.” 

Though she still travels to the U.S. regularly, Lee feels right 

at home as a professor in Sydney. “There’s a unique mindset 

in Australia. We have centralized decision-making like many 

Asian countries, but equality and harmony are important 

among colleagues and within the classroom. It’s really a 

mixture of Eastern and Western culture.” 

That harmonic accord suits the world traveler just fine. As 

for Wheeler and others following in her footsteps, whether 

in business or academia, Cai says: “To better serve tourists, 

our students need to be educated travelers themselves.” 

William Meiners

EduCaTEd

traveLersJenny (Jiyeon) lee (Htm ’00)
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growing up in nearby monticello, Purdue senior David 

Rubio Jr. enjoyed a childhood similar to many in 

America’s heartland, attending Twin Lakes High School and 

working summers at Indiana Beach Amusement Resort.

As immigrants from El Salvador, however, Rubio’s parents 

had experienced very different childhoods. “They told me 

stories about growing up in Latin America, but it’s a differ-

ent world here in the United States,” Rubio says. “I really 

had no idea what they went through. I wanted to get a sense 

of the culture and the people of the region.”

Rubio, who majors in both psychological sciences and devel-

opmental and family science, earned that opportunity thanks 

to the Charles V. and Audrey Palm Riker Fund, which supports 

programming and scholarships for students in the Depart-

ment of Human Development and Family Studies (HDFS).

The fund was established to honor the teaching and coun-

seling career of the late Charles V. Riker, who served Purdue 

from 1959 to 1983 as a professor of child development and 

family studies, and his spouse, Audrey Riker Vizzard, a 

registered nurse, clinical psychologist and adjunct faculty 

member at Purdue who worked in greater Lafayette. 

The fund gives specific emphasis to study abroad programs 

that incorporate activities relating to economically disad-

vantaged children, says Riker Vizzard. “my husband’s dream 

was to establish a foundation for the most needy in the 

world,” she says. “What better place to begin to fulfill that 

dream than at home, at Purdue University?”

The Riker Fund first provided financial support to graduate 

students from India, Taiwan, Brazil and other developing na-

tions. In 2007, the focus shifted to undergraduates through 

study abroad programs in mexico, and more recently 

through “Latin American Children and Families: The Costa 

Rican Experience,” a 12-day visit led by germán Posada, 

associate professor of human development and family 

studies, each may after final exams. 

This year’s attendees included Rubio and three other Riker 

scholarship winners, all from HDFS: seniors Kaitlin Cannon 

and Alicia Vega and junior megan neher.

The group toured San José and EARTH University at Limón; 

visited family homes; experienced urban and rural commu-

nities in need; engaged in service learning in schools that 

serve disadvantaged children; visited institutions that as-

sist children and their families; and learned about children’s 

education and Latino-American values.  

“growing up in America, you always hear about people in 

need, but it’s a very different thing to see them firsthand,” 

Rubio says. “I learned that those in a position to help others 

have a responsibility. I plan to use my education to help oth-

ers. I want to work in a children’s hospital as a psychologist 

and help families.”

neher also returned from the trip with a renewed sense of 

purpose. “my time in Costa Rica was one of the greatest 

experiences of my life,” she says. “I learned so much about 

the people and culture and I had a great time doing it.”

Riker Vizzard says these experiences are what she and 

her husband envisioned when the fund was established. 

“This year’s scholarship winners personify what we hope to 

achieve: exposing young people to a wider world, different 

cultures and the impact of poverty, and inspiring them to 

make a difference in that world.”

Eric Nelson

lEarNINg TO SErvE
riker Fund takes students abroad

david rubio Jr. (middle, first row), a senior double majoring is psychological sciences and 
developmental and family science, was profoundly affected by his service-learning trip to Costa rica in may. 
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Purdue classrooms extend far beyond the campus  

of West Lafayette, especially for students from the 

College of Health and Human Sciences who take advantage 

of various study abroad opportunities. Here is a small sam-

pling of what they caught with their cameras overseas.

•	 Lena	Gerber,	a	junior	in	psychological	sciences,	found	the	

opera House in her lens (upper left) in Sydney, Australia, 

as an exchange student at the University of Queensland 

in november 2011.

•	 Halim	Yoo,	a	senior	in	human	development	and	family	

studies, brought back a couple of great shots from his 

studies in India. The first (lower left) was taken while rid-

ing a bicycle rickshaw through the narrow streets of old 

Delhi in monsoon season. “It began to rain very hard,” Yoo 

says. “We got soaking wet through the ride, but it was one 

of the most memorable experiences I had on the trip.” on 

a visit to a school with an ashram (above left), he arrived 

just in time for morning prayer. 

•	 Holly	Campbell	(CLA	’12)	photographed	classmate	(near	

left) Alex Colsten (CSR ’12) in July 2011 on the Cliffs of 

moher in Ireland.

•	 Elizabeth	Overpeck	(above	right),	a	junior	in	hospitality	

and tourism management, took an eight-hour hike with 

two friends up 5,000 steps to reach the top of Tai Shan, 

one of the five Chinese mountains sacred to Buddhists. 

worLD with a 

vIEW
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Parkinson’s disease is the second most common neurodegenerative disease,  

after Alzheimer’s, in the United States. A disorder that affects movement and 

cognition, it was largely unknown to most Americans until boxer Muhammad Ali and  

actor Michael J. Fox put a face to the disease.

nearly 1 million people in the U.S. are living with Parkinson’s disease while still others 

suffer from Parkinsonian syndrome — conditions that have the symptoms of Parkin-

son’s disease, such as tremors, stooped posture, slowness and shuffling gait. with the 

nation’s aging population, the numbers are expected to grow.

Some researchers in the College of Health and Human Sciences (HHS) are examining 

the role of environmental exposures to better understand the effect on the neural  

system and mechanisms of Parkinson’s while others at Purdue are working to improve 

the lives of those living with the debilitating disease. 

HHS reSeArCHerS USe A MULTIFACeTeD 
APPrOACH In FIGHTInG PArkInSOn’S DISeASe

By Della Pacheco

all Hands 
ON dECk
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revealing Toxic exposure

Since British physician James Parkinson first described the 

“shaking palsy” in 1817, Parkinson’s disease has been linked 

to a variety of possible environmental causes, both natural 

and artificial. 

According to research reported in Archives of Neurology 

(Sept. 2009), individuals whose occupation involves contact 

with pesticides appear to have an increased risk of develop-

ing Parkinson’s disease.

Jason Cannon, assistant professor of health sciences,  

has examined the protective role chemical preconditioning 

plays in animal models of Parkinson’s disease. 

He joined the faculty in the School of Health Sciences in 

January and is setting up a laboratory where he and his 

research assistants will test the role of dietary and environ-

mental factors on the development of the disease.

Cannon’s Purdue research is funded by a career develop-

ment award from the national Institutes of Health (nIH) 

and focuses on the development of new models using 

compounds that have been linked to Parkinson’s disease. 

These newly developed models are used to test interactions 

between environmental and genetic factors and also to test 

potential treatments.

“only about 10 percent of Parkinson’s disease cases can be 

directly linked to inheritance,” Cannon says. His prior post-

doctoral research focused on both environmentally relevant 

toxins and genetics.

Researchers suggest that the disease is probably a com-

bined result of having a genetic predisposition to the dis-

ease and exposure to some sort of neurotoxin. many people 

in the field express this as “genetics loads the gun and 

environment pulls the trigger.” 

Although the exact origins of the disease remain to be 

found, Cannon and his team hope to identify multifactorial 

causes, examining the critical role of environmental factors, 

such as pesticides like rotenone, that may act on genetically 

predisposed individuals. He also is developing a new gradu-

ate course titled Analytical Toxicology and Pathology.

Ulrike Dydak, assistant professor of health sciences, spe-

cializes in medical imaging of neurodegenerative diseases, 

studying people with jobs like welding. 

Welding exposes workers to manganese and there is no 

clear way to tell at present who might develop Parkinsonian 

symptoms. of course, not all welders will develop the dis-

ease but researchers hope to identify specific markers that 

warn of that possibility if a certain threshold is passed.

Several others, including neil Zimmerman, associate 

professor of industrial hygiene, and Wei Zheng, head of the 

School of Health Sciences, have studied neurotoxicology of 

manganese in populations of welders in Italy and China.

Through her nIH grant, Dydak’s team has studied welders in 

China, where exposure levels to manganese are greater.

 “We were surprised to find elevated brain gABA levels in 

young Chinese welders who haven’t been exposed to man-

Scientific Cannon: Jason Cannon, assistant professor of health sciences, examines the role of dietary and environ-

mental factors on the development of Parkinson’s disease. (Photo by mark simons)
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ganese that long or at high levels and who aren’t exhibiting 

symptoms,” Dydak says. gABA (gamma-aminobutyric acid) 

is an inhibitory neurotransmitter in the brain that prevents 

over-firing of the nerve cells. 

“We need to find out the specificity of this finding. The gABA 

level itself may not be specific to Parkinson’s disease, but 

could serve as a biomarker that needs to be watched,” 

Dydak says.

Through a new $2 million nIH grant, Dydak will expand her 

research to follow welders at a local manufacturing com-

pany and a Chinese cohort over a five-year period. Her team 

will assess other types of exposure markers from the air, 

blood and nail clippings and measure gABA, neurotransmit-

ters and 15 other metabolites in the brain.

“one is n-acetylaspartate (nAA), a metabolite that indi-

cates how well neuronal cells are working in the brain,”  

Dydak says. For example, if the density level of neurons 

goes down or dies, this marker goes down as well. This oc-

curs in many diseases like Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s. “We 

have found this happening in the frontal cortex of welders.” 

manganese creates a bright signal seen on mRIs that show 

areas where it has been deposited in the brain.

The best-case scenario, Dydak says, is that the study will 

find a clear biomarker that shows when someone is at risk 

for developing Parkinsonian symptoms. 

“It’s about understanding the mechanism and differences 

between idiopathic Parkinson’s disease and manganese 

toxicity, which should help with treatment,” Dydak says. “If 

we understand where in the brain things are different, then 

we can understand what kinds of drugs should work.”

Julia Chester, associate professor of psychological sci-

ences, is looking for mechanisms that can be targeted with 

drugs to help alleviate some of the motor dysfunctions as-

sociated with Parkinson’s and other neurodiseases. 

Chester says current drug therapies for Parkinson’s aren’t 

very effective. “And they tend to become more ineffective 

over time. We’re still working on the dopamine mechanism 

but in more selective ways to avoid some of the side effect 

issues.” 

Dopamine agonists directly stimulate the receptors in 

nerves in the areas of the brain where dopamine-generating 

cells have been destroyed by the disease. Agonists, chemi-

cals that bind to a receptor of a cell, often mimic the action 

of a naturally occurring substance. 

“This is very exciting work for me,” Chester says. “We’re 

on the forefront of new discoveries and better drug treat-

ments.”

Living with Parkinson’s

While these HHS researchers search for Parkinson’s causes, 

other faculty research is leading to improvement in the 

quality of life for those stricken with the disease.

Jessica Huber, associate professor of speech, language, 

and hearing sciences, teamed with Jeffrey Haddad, as-

sistant professor of health and kinesiology, on a study that 

looked at the ability of patients with Parkinson’s disease to 

balance and talk. 

“People with Parkinson’s are more apt to fall because walk-

ing, standing and talking are all very cognitively demand-

ing,” Haddad says. neural circuits between the basal 

ganglia and the frontal lobe are responsible for the ability to 

do more than one thing at a time. These areas are impaired 

in patients with Parkinson’s disease, and they often have 

difficulty managing multiple tasks simultaneously. 

To examine this problem, Haddad and Huber had individuals 

with Parkinson’s disease and typical older adults stand on 

a metal force plate to measure balance. While the subject 

was standing on the plate, a computer monitor displayed 

nIH Investigator: Ulrike dydak, assistant professor 

of health sciences, specializes in medical imaging 

of neurodegenerative diseases. she’ll follow weld-

ers over a five-year period to test how exposure to 

manganese can lead to Parkinsonian symptoms. 

(Photo by Andrew Hancock)
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pictures and commands to say certain sentences that varied 

in language complexity. Haddad says, “We examined how their 

balance changed when they had to generate more complex 

speech or memorize things while standing and talking.”

This earlier investigation led to a study collaboration with  

Shirley Rietdyk, associate professor of health and kinesiology. 

Her research focuses on the interaction of neural and mechani-

cal systems in mobility, posture and balance.

Rietdyk, Haddad and students conducted a study at University 

Place, a continuing care retirement community, using a new 

balance device call the Biodex Balance System. It is similar to 

the Wii Fit game but the base is unstable, like a wobble board 

with visual feedback. 

“If you want to test someone’s balance, you don’t just have them 

stand still,” Rietdyk says. “You have to challenge their balance 

system because people are more likely to fall when they’re 

moving during everyday activities such as walking, stepping up 

onto a curb or reaching forward to put something in a cupboard. 

The risk of instability increases further if they are completing 

another task at the same time, such as talking to their spouse 

while carrying a tray of food.”

They train people with balance and mobility issues in a difficult 

task to improve stability in their everyday lives.

In the Balance: Kristen Clark, a senior in nutrition 

science, puts a University Place resident through 

the paces of the biodex balance system, which 

uses visual feedback to mimic the everyday 

activities where people might be in danger of 

falling. (Photo by Andrew Hancock) 

People coping with Parkinson’s disease may see it as 

the fight of their lives. for a growing number of Par-

kinson’s patients at a boxing gym in indianapolis, the fight 

is quite literally on. 

scott C. newman, a former marion County prosecutor, 

founded rock steady boxing in 2006, a few years after 

being diagnosed with early-onset Parkinson’s disease. the 

first and only gym of its kind in the nation, rock steady 

offers people with all ranges of the disease a non-contact 

boxing-based fitness curriculum. taught by boxers and cer-

tified trainers, many of the nearly 200 participants believe 

the boxing regime (essentially all but exchanged blows) is 

improving their Parkinson’s symptoms.

now four researchers from the College of Health and Hu-

man sciences are collaborating with a neurologist from 

indiana University (iU) to measure the effectiveness of the 

program. the secret could be in boxing’s intensity. “it’s the 

idea of forced exercise,” says Jeffrey Haddad, associate 

professor of health and kinesiology. “if someone exercises 

intensely beyond their comfort level, a neural-protective 

effect may delay the progression of the disease.” 

Haddad, shirley rietdyk and meghan mcdonough, also 

associate professors of health and kinesiology, and Jessica 

Huber, associate professor of speech, language, and hear-

ing sciences, bring varied expertise to the table. elizabeth 

Zauber, assistant professor of clinical neurology at iU 

medical Center, works with Parkinson’s patients on a daily 

basis. she’s also on the board of directors for rock steady. 

rather than a symptom-by-symptom examination, rietdyk 

says, this multidimensional research incorporates every-

thing from mobility and balance issues to the cognitive and 

psychosocial aspects of people living with Parkinson’s. 

mcdonough says, “one of our goals is to look at how those 

things might play off each other. there seems to be some 

evidence of psychosocial improvements, but we want to 

establish that.”
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Haddad and Rietdyk did a six-week intervention with older 

adults without Parkinson’s at University Place three times 

a week for 20 minutes at a time. They assessed the group in 

the Biomechanics Lab and the motor Development Lab and 

found that the benefits of training transferred to Haddad’s 

manual precision task and to Rietdyk’s mobility task requir-

ing subjects to walk and step over obstacles.

“Even though our training did not include walking or manual 

precision tasks, the intervention improved their mobility 

and their balance while reaching forward,” Rietdyk says.

Better walking and Talking 

A new research investigation will study treadmill and Biodex 

training to improve mobility in patients with Parkinson’s 

disease and typical older adults.

Though it may sound like an impossible task for those with 

mobility issues, Haddad says treadmill training helps pa-

tients overcome halting or freezing of gait by forcing them to 

walk because the belt is moving. 

Subjects are harnessed for safety. “The treadmill belt pulls 

the foot backward,” Rietdyk says, “providing an external cue 

to push them beyond their level of comfort in walking.” 

Haddad, Rietdyk and Huber will compare Biodex training 

to treadmill training to see which is more beneficial and if 

gains translate to improvement in quality of life.

Rietdyk says one of the most satisfying outcomes of the 

research has been the involvement of undergraduates in 

the training. “It was rewarding to see relationships develop 

between the students and the residents at University Place. 

The students became much more invested in the research 

than I’ve seen in other projects.”

In addition to mobility studies, Huber and colleagues in the 

Purdue Research Park have created a wearable device, the 

SpeechVive, improving both loudness and clarity of speech 

in patients with Parkinson’s disease in real-world conversa-

tions, not just in a speech therapist’s office. 

“People with Parkinson’s disease commonly have voice and 

speech problems,” Huber says. Because of these difficulties 

with communication, patients often feel invisible or ignored. 

The SpeechVive plays noise, called multitalker babble, 

which resembles the noisy chatter of a restaurant full of 

patrons in one of the patient’s ears while he/she is speaking. 

The noise elicits a reflex called the Lombard effect and the 

patients talk more loudly and clearly. 

fIg hTI N g
parKinson’s 

mcdonough brings a community component that’s not 

typically part of a Parkinson’s study seeking to determine 

better modes of exercise for patients. she’s also looking at 

the role of the group plays (see story on page 28) for both 

Parkinson’s patients and their caretakers. 

though there have been case studies conducted at rock 

steady, this rigorous research will allow for a larger sam-

pling, perhaps offering solutions that address quality-of-

life issues. 

but what is it about boxing that could ease the pain of 

Parkinson’s patients? “i know what the trainers will tell 

you,” Zauber says. “Parkinson’s is a very asymmetric 

disease, usually affecting one side of the body much more 

than the other. because boxing requires throwing fast and 

strong punches on both sides of the body, patients are 

getting faster and stronger on that other side.”

William Meiners
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Part of the student discovery process is experiential 

learning, and experience can be a great teacher. Just 

ask Brittany nikolich, a recent graduate who hopes to be-

come a registered dietitian. nikolich (nUTR ’11) worked with 

clients involved in a hypertension program at Purdue’s Ismail 

Center. The clients are now on the road to better health.

The project, spearheaded by Lane Yahiro, Ismail’s director 

and clinical associate professor of health and kinesiology, 

brings together students from his department, nursing, nu-

trition science and pharmacy with supervising professors. 

“I wanted to provide a program for our members that would 

help them improve their health, quality of life and decrease 

health care costs,” says Yahiro, who worked for five years in 

a hospital cardiac rehab setting in Chicago and 17 years at 

St. Elizabeth Hospital in Lafayette. “Because one out of every 

three American adults has high blood pressure, a hyperten-

sion program seemed like a good place to start.”

Yahiro says there’s no substitute for that real-life experience. 

And the students got some real results to prove it. one of 

the early clients was a man who routinely ran inside Lam-

bert Fieldhouse. When they first measured his resting blood 

pressure it was 182 over 112. “He didn’t even know it was 

that high, and that’s why they call it the silent killer,” Yahiro 

says. “We called his doctor right away and made an appoint-

ment. He’s a success story because his blood pressure is 

very well controlled now.”

Clinical faculty also include Patti Darbishire from pharmacy, 

Vicki Simpson from nursing and Donna Zoss from nutrition 

science. With their own recruited students, the foursome 

developed an assessment and treatment that’s tailored to 

the participants, whose average age is 68. Since 2010, 16 

members have gone through the semester-long programs. 

once a client signs up, nursing students perform a basic 

health risk assessment; health and kinesiology students 

work up an exercise program (usually aerobic-based); phar-

macy students do a drug assessment; and nutrition science 

students provide dietary guidance.

For nikolich, it’s on-the-job training for her future career. “I 

worked with two hypertensive clients,” she says. “I monitored 

their blood pressure and weight on a weekly basis. I also 

monitored their diet with a three-day food record, analyzed 

it and gave them recommendations. It really allowed me to 

practice counseling skills along with the clinical aspects.”  

Clients are paired with a student from each discipline, 

and a professor monitors the interaction. From a student 

standpoint, the interdisciplinary program may show its best 

results as the teams meet to discuss their experiences. “The 

group conference meetings are a real eye-opener,” Yahiro 

says. “Students present cases and then have excellent 

discussions where they learn a lot from each other as they 

develop a well-rounded program for the clients.” 

It’s no easy task encouraging people to make healthy life 

choices. From taking a man’s blood pressure while he’s on 

an elliptical machine to spelling out a course of action to 

get more fruits and vegetables into a woman’s daily routine, 

these students are making a difference in lives before they 

graduate. 

William Meiners

hEarT hElPErS
interdisciPLinary eFFort Puts HHs students at tHe center oF PotentiaLLy LiFesaving Program

morgan monroe, a senior in health and kinesiology, measures the blood pressure of Jim stevenson at Purdue’s ismail Center 
as lane yahiro, ismail’s director and clinical associate professor of health and kinesiology, supervises. (Photo by steven yang)
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l ike many around the world, John Seffrin is no stranger 

to the personal toll that cancer can take. His grand-

mother, who lived with his family, died of colon cancer 

when he was 10. His mother died of cancer. And his wife of 

46 years is a breast cancer survivor. Unlike many, though, 

Seffrin has taken his experience from the personal to the 

professional. He is head of the American Cancer Society. 

Seffrin (PhD ’70, public health) comes to his current job 

with a background in academe — first on the Purdue public 

health faculty and then for 13 years as chairman of Indiana 

University’s Department of Applied Health Science. It was in 

the early 1970s, while on the Purdue faculty, that he first got 

involved with the agency he now oversees. He volunteered 

with the Tippecanoe County unit of the society, eventually 

rising to become state chair for public education and, in 

1989, national board chair. In 1992, he became the organiza-

tion’s chief executive, a salaried position.

From his first days with the American Cancer Society, stem-

ming from his anti-tobacco work, Seffrin has remained com-

mitted to education as a force for changing the health of a 

nation. “If we fully implemented the cancer control measures 

that we know work, we could save 1,000 lives a day,” he says. 

“I see it as a moral imperative. There were so many years 

when we had a belief in the scientific method, but no an-

swers. now we have answers that aren’t being applied. much 

of the suffering from cancer and many of the deaths from 

cancer are needless; they don’t need to happen.”

once a community service agency that loaned medical 

equipment such as hospital beds to cancer patients like his 

grandmother, the American Cancer Society has grown to be-

come a global public health agency with more than 3 million 

volunteers. It fights the deadly disease on multiple fronts, 

supporting research, influencing policy, undertaking advo-

cacy for cancer patients and their caregivers and offering 

reliable information and support for people facing cancer. 

“The key point is that we have to make sure that in a country 

like ours — in spite of this great recession, we still are one 

of the richest nations in the world — that we implement the 

answers discovered at places like Purdue. The information 

needs to get to the bedside or inform policy,” Seffrin says. 

“We know what can happen if we do the right thing. We also 

know what will happen if we don’t. Shame on us, if we don’t.”

Seffrin spends his days raising money, meeting with sci-

entists, visiting the society’s Hope Lodge facilities — free, 

temporary housing for cancer patients — or dropping in on 

the call center, staffed 24 hours as a resource for cancer 

patients. He is past president of the geneva-based Union 

for International Cancer Control, and travels often from the 

society’s headquarters in Atlanta, taking his commitment to 

the cause worldwide. Last spring, in a one-week period, he 

attended the 15th World Conference on Tobacco or Health 

in Singapore then traveled to Purdue where he delivered a 

speech for one of the “Life Inspired” events, a 12-day show-

case of the College of Health and Human Sciences. 

“It’s a high privilege that has allowed me to chart directions 

for this incredible organization and to be part of a team 

that is making a difference in people’s lives,” Seffrin says of 

his work. “It has brought real meaning into my career. It’s a 

lifesaving, disease-preventing, reducing-human-suffering 

enterprise.”

Linda Thomas Terhune

CaNCEr

crusaDer

HeaLtH science aLumnus brings Passion to His ceo roLe

John seffrin (Phd ’70) (Photo by John Underwood) 
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researchers within the College of Health and Human 

Sciences often maintain that cutting edge through the 

machines they employ. Here are four examples used today 

that look downright futuristic.

•	 Drew	Sayer	(large	picture,	left),	a	graduate	student	in	

nutrition science, gets a precise measurement of his 

body composition inside the BoD PoD. Sayer works with 

Wayne Campbell, professor of nutrition science, who 

investigates the health benefits of diet and exercise.

•	 Courtney	Rowland	(above	left),	a	senior	in	speech,	

language, and hearing sciences, appears to have her 

thinking cap on. It’s actually an event-related potentials 

technique that records electrical signals coming from the 

brain in response to different stimuli. “It can be a picture 

or word she’s responding to,” says natalya Kaganovich, 

assistant professor of speech, language, and hearing sci-

ences with a quarter-time appointment in psychological 

sciences. “This technique allows us to see what the brain 

is doing on a millisecond-by-millisecond basis.” 

•	 Jeongho	Han	(near	left),	a	graduate	student	in	consumer	

sciences and retailing, is sporting the Tobii eye-tracker, 

now being used in consumer science classes to better 

understand what makes information attention-catching. 

It films what the wearer sees, tracking what the pupil 

lands on. Researchers in consumer sciences and retail-

ing, such as Sugato Chakravarty, department head and 

professor, and meghan norris, assistant professor, are 

also using the eye-tracker to investigate what people 

tend to look at as they navigate their environments. 

•	 Purdue	second-degree	nursing	students	(above	right)	

gather round the Laerdal Sim man, under the supervi-

sion of Kit Sebrey Schafer, clinical associate professor 

of nursing. Sim man is one of several School of nursing 

high-fidelity simulators, most of which have voices, puls-

es, programmable vital signs and heart, lung and bowel 

sounds. Students are video recorded while performing 

nursing care for their simulated patient. The debriefing 

process guided by faculty has been shown to enhance 

critical thinking and clinical decision making.

Photos by Andrew Hancock

tooLs of the 

TradE
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The most recent chapter of this story begins last year, as Susan Butler (BSIM ’65, 

HDr ’99), noted Purdue alumna and former trustee, and current CeO of the Susan 

Bulkeley Butler Institute for the Development of women Leaders, arranges a meeting 

with Connie weaver, head and Distinguished Professor of nutrition Science. The two 

get to talking, and Butler reveals the intent of her visit: “It’s come to my attention that 

there’s not nearly enough existing research that focuses specifically on women’s health.” 

without missing a beat, weaver responds: “no, and it’s time we do something about it.”

From this meeting of the minds, an initiative begins to take shape on Purdue’s west 

Lafayette campus: the establishment of the women’s Global Health Institute (wGHI), a 

comprehensive and collaborative partnership that would set out to improve the health 

of women worldwide through integrated research and training. 

AFTer GenerATIOnS OF DeFerMenT, 
wOMen’S HeALTH InITIATIveS GAIn MOMenTUM

By Patrick kelly

it’s about 
TImE
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Purdue’s emerging role 

The seeds of today’s WgHI were first planted in 1991, when an  

organization with a similar acronym  — the Women’s Health Initiative 

(WHI)  — was established by the national Institutes of Health. WHI 

researched the most common causes of death, disability and impaired 

quality of life in post-menopausal women — ailments that included 

cardiovascular disease, cancer and osteoporosis. WHI stood as one of 

the largest prevention studies of its kind ever undertaken, spanning 

a full 15 years and investing many millions of dollars in researching 

female-specific health problems and their cures. 

Previous to WHI, Weaver says, “The prevailing attitude was that women 

shouldn’t be included in high-stakes health research because it was 

believed that fluctuating hormones like estrogen would skew the 

findings. So decades and decades passed, and while medical break-

throughs proliferated, they applied directly to men and perhaps only 

indirectly, if at all, to women.” 

And though the WHI represented a sea change in reversing this prevail-

ing assumption, Weaver says, “one study, no matter how groundbreak-

ing, simply can’t make up for decades of neglect.” 

But the rules of the game have changed, she says. “now grant writers 

who propose only studying men have to justify why. So we’re evening 

the playing field, but women’s health issues still lag behind.” 

The more Weaver and Butler studied the issues, understanding the 

stakes at hand, the more they realized the solution was right under 

their noses. Indiana has a very high incidence of chronic disease in 

women, meaning local subjects were not only plentiful, but in great 

need. And Purdue already possessed several crucial components 

that any new health initiative would require: the extensive infrastruc-

ture needed to study disease prevention and biomedical technology 

development; an established network for community engagement and 

global health research; and Discovery Park, the innovation lab that 

houses Bindley Bioscience Center and Birck nanotechnology Center. 

For Weaver, it was a fortuitous convergence. “I took a closer look at the 

research already unfolding at Purdue, and realized much of it already 

focuses on preventing women’s cancer — researchers are performing 

game-changing work on epigenetics and the health of cells and under-

standing how healthy cells transform into abnormal cells.” 

From there, Weaver considered the amazing technology base on 

campus, the abundant resources present at Discovery Park and how 

the College of Health and Human Sciences had recently been created 

to address these very types of issues. “We were already asking the 

questions and employing high-tech resources and methods to find 

the answers,” she says. “That’s the moment it all clicked, and I truly be-

wGHI Investor: susan butler (bsim ’65, Hdr ’99) contrib-

uted $500,000 to the new women’s global Health institute. 

(Photo by mark simons)
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lieved that we really could build a center devoted to women’s 

health.” 

A 2008 grant to form the Indiana Clinical and Translational 

Sciences Institute laid the infrastructural groundwork, and 

on march 23, 2012, WgHI began with a vision to “change the 

way women’s health throughout the life span is addressed. 

Rather than the classical medical model of treating people 

with established disease, the center will seek proactive ap-

proaches. The center will focus on protecting and improving 

women’s health and well-being through prevention.” 

The idea of adopting proactive measures resonates clearly 

with Weaver. “nutrition science is all about wellness and 

prevention,” she says, “so this was a natural extension for 

me. my research has centered around prevention — building 

strong bones in kids, pinpointing the type of diet that helps 

people avoid osteoporosis later in life.” With the new insti-

tute, Weaver’s focus expands, but her emphasis on preven-

tive care remains steadfast. 

Prevention: From Lab to real Life

It’s one thing to bring cutting-edge technologies and the 

latest methods to engineer laboratory breakthroughs. But 

not every woman’s health issue relies upon a solution viewed 

through a microscope. often, preventive care exposes the 

human element of healing, one person at a time.  

melissa Franks, assistant professor of human development 

and family studies, co-directs Purdue’s Relationships and 

Health Care Research Lab. Her current work with links to 

WgHI looks at how social and family relationships affect 

chronic disease management — specifically adult-onset, or 

Type 2, diabetes. Though only one spouse in Franks’ studies 

carries the disease, its management greatly affects the lives 

of both partners. 

“We look at two different but interrelated perspectives in 

our work,” Franks says. “We certainly look at married women 

who have a chronic disease and the role of their husbands in 

its day-to-day management. Then we also look at women’s 

health and well-being when they’re disease-free but have a 

partner with disease. How do they wear that other shoe in 

those scenarios?” 

Contrasting spousal interaction in those opposite situations 

— who is patient and who is caregiver — is an important 

question for Franks. Although the prevailing literature on the 

subject suggests that wives take on more of a caretaker role, 

Franks’ research suggests this stereotypical phenomenon 

may occur less frequently in the context of chronic illness. 

“our findings help us provide better preventive care because 

we’re determining what kind of education and training family 

members need to provide the best care for a partner or fam-

ily member with diabetes,” Franks says. “This is the type of 

information that may need to be conveyed right at discharge 

when a family member has been hospitalized. It’s informa-

tion that’s crucial during interventions — educating families 

to be effective providers of support. Sometimes what seems 

helpful to an untrained individual can backfire and instead 

interfere with disease management. This is all about preven-

tive steps to ensure healthy outcomes.”

meghan mcDonough, associate professor of health and 

kinesiology, is attempting to ensure healthy outcomes of 

her own in another sector of preventive care research. By 

focusing on the social and psychological aspects of physical 

activity in breast cancer survivors, mcDonough seeks to link 

physical activity programs designed specifically for breast 

cancer survivors to patients’ overall health and well-being. 

“The clinical name for the phenomenon I’m researching is 

‘post-traumatic growth,’” mcDonough says. “Essentially, we 

know that certain positive outcomes can derive from nega-

tive experiences. By pinpointing these occurrences, we can 

replicate them more effectively in tomorrow’s survivors.” 

Diabetes Dialogue: melissa franks, assistant  

professor of human development and family stud-

ies, looks at the changing family dynamic when one 

spouse is diagnosed with type 2 diabetes.   

(Photo by mark simons)
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one key finding: When survivors of a shared traumatic ex-

perience — like breast cancer — become actively involved 

in physical group activity, the well-being of each group 

member improves. “It’s similar to a support group,” explains 

mcDonough, “with the added benefit of physical activity. If 

you see another person who’s been through what you’re go-

ing through moving on and modeling positive behavior, then 

you’re much more likely to adopt that behavior yourself.” 

one of the mainstays of cancer-survivor group activities is 

dragon boating — long canoes of about 20 members who 

work together in navigating river and lake courses. In the 

mid-1990s, many physicians recommended that breast can-

cer survivors curb upper-body physical activity for the fear 

it could induce lymphodyma. But a study of dragon boating 

suggested surprising recovery rates among participants. 

From there, the movement took off. 

“Dragon boating really epitomizes the benefits of physical 

group activity in breast cancer recovery,” mcDonough says. 

“The participants aren’t actively talking about their cancer; 

instead, they’re working together toward a common goal, 

exerting themselves, improving their fitness, and in the back 

of their minds, they know they share a deep connection.” 

Unlike a breast cancer walk, which tends to be a one-time  

event, dragon boating requires several weekly practices 

year-round. 

“The research suggests that it’s about frequency, and it’s 

about sustained participation,” mcDonough explains. “A 

one-and-done approach likely won’t get the same results as 

a sustained routine. The improvements in self-perception, 

self-worth and social support are really promising.”

Promising future

WgHI — designed to tap the research already being con-

ducted by the likes of Franks, mcDonough and dozens of 

other colleagues — will serve as an umbrella organization to 

address four specific aspects of women’s health: wellness, 

bone health, neurodegenerative disorders and women’s can-

cers. Each of these areas is currently the subject of at least 

six Purdue professors’ research, meaning the anticipation for 

results is palpable. 

“The WgHI enhances the visibility of Purdue to a lot of 

stakeholders,” Weaver says. “Alumni and community mem-

bers and prospective students already associate Purdue 

with the health sciences field. The College of Health and 

Human Sciences needs to have a focus and a signature and 

this institute can quickly help define our identity. That way, 

we’re poised for more research grants, for attracting more 

students, for increased philanthropy and for positioning 

ourselves more compellingly to women donors.”

one such donor, Butler, who helped spark the institute’s 

founding with Weaver, has already contributed $500,000 

with an accompanying $50,000 challenge match. 

ENgagINg ThE 

unDerserveD

The central problem: there’s a vicious health care cycle in 

play among low-income, at-risk inner city residents in this 

country: substandard living conditions plus the lack of an ad-

equate safety net leads to uninformed lifestyle decision making 

leads to staggering health problems. repeat, ad infinitum.

the treatment model, up until now, has simply been reactive: 

address the symptoms, often repeatedly, at great cost to health 

care providers, insurance companies and the American public. 

not to mention at great detriment to the long-term health of these 

underserved populations.

sandra liu, director of the Center for global Urban sustainability: 

ensuring sustainable Health among Underserved (CgUs), has 

been hard at work advocating for an about face in health care 

policy that could reverse this harmful trend. Her work focuses on 

lake County, indiana, and the urban communities of Hammond, 

sandra liu, professor of consumer sciences 
and retailing (Photo by mark simons)
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For her part, Weaver couldn’t be any more grateful for how 

smoothly the recent launch came off and for the reception 

the institute has received around campus. 

“Everywhere I speak, the reception has been amazingly 

warm,” Weaver says. “We have formed an internal steering 

committee and an external advisory council and people are 

very excited about the idea. And that’s what excites me.”

The palpable excitement around campus arises from the 

new focus on women’s health and a growing sentiment that 

preventive care is the model of the future. “So many people 

are appreciative of the focus on prevention. I think the timing 

couldn’t be better, because people understand that drugs 

treat a symptom, not the root cause, and they almost always 

carry side effects,” Weaver says. “Diagnostic tools can only 

identify already damaged tissues. In too many cases, the 

damage has been done, and it can’t be undone. Prevention is 

not yet built into our health care system — it’s not built into 

reimbursement, it’s not built into medical training. But just 

because the system ignores it doesn’t mean we’re going to.”

east Chicago, Calumet and gary, but the implications apply 

to urban populations the world over. 

“we need to move from simply treating the symptoms of 

these populations to helping them lead healthier life-

styles,” says liu, professor of consumer sciences and 

retailing. “it’s all about preventive care. we’re partnering 

with hospital systems, community health centers, safety 

net providers, boys and girls Clubs and schools to em-

power underserved populations and disassemble the link 

between lower socio-economic status and chronic health 

problems like diabetes, high blood pressure, obesity, ad-

diction and cancer. now, the correlation between urban 

poverty and these endemic health problems is significant.” 

various business models have been proposed for contain-

ing health care costs while enhancing a population’s health 

and well-being. CgUs takes a community-based partici-

patory approach in forming coalitions among health care 

and social services providers for underserved populations; 

builds a uniform platform for stakeholders to work col-

lectively and mobilizes Purdue’s interdisciplinary research 

teams to adapt new discoveries to directly benefit com-

munities. the center also works to make health care more 

affordable, developing payment models that incentivize the 

providers and patients to promote healthy living.

“throughout my life, people have always told me their 

problems, and i’ve always been compelled to listen and find 

solutions,” liu says. “this is my passion now. through this 

center, we’re working with people and improving their lives 

together.” 

Patrick Kelly

Survivor Camaraderie: meghan mcdonough, associate professor of health and kinesiology, has examined the long-

term health and psychological benefits of breast cancer survivors who have taken to the open waters in dragon 

boat competitions. 
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They’re dancing for up to 18 hours for kids who are 

often too sick to dance themselves. And raising money 

to boot. Students involved in the Purdue University Dance 

marathon (PUDm), which has its roots in the Department of 

Health and Kinesiology, brought in more than $300,000 for 

Riley Hospital for Children in 2011. 

PUDm specifically benefits the Indianapolis hospital’s Cancer 

Center, Camp Riley, and supports families unable to pay the 

medical care costs. Since its inception in 2005, PUDm has 

provided nearly $1 million, and the student members have 

had many dozens of visits with patients and their families.

The University recognized this achievement in January by 

making PUDm the first student organization to receive the 

one Brick Higher Award. The award honors faculty, staff and 

students who demonstrate extraordinary effort to improve 

the lives of those around them. 

Riley Hospital for Children also recognized the organization’s 

efforts this summer by naming a patient room in the new 

cancer center for PUDm. 

Travis Stoutenborough (HK ’06) founded PUDm as a student 

member of the Health and Kinesiology Club in 2005. Inspired 

by a dance marathon he witnessed at Butler University, 

Stoutenborough wanted to bring the same excitement and 

inspiration to Purdue. “We had about 75 students that first 

year and raised approximately $2,500 for Riley Hospital,” he 

says.  

A three-year advisor to the organization, Stoutenborough is 

amazed by the difference a dance marathon can make. “It’s 

overwhelming to see the impact it’s had on so many students 

and more so on the number of children and families it sup-

ports,” he says. 

 “Last year’s marathon had a superhero theme,” says Karlee 

Hepp, PUDm president and a senior in nursing. “And all of the 

Riley kids who were there came into the back where we were 

tallying the year’s fundraising total and said, ‘We just wanted 

to tell you that you are our superheroes!’ That right there is 

what it’s all about.”

A volunteer at Riley during high school, Hepp got involved 

with PUDm her freshman year and took a position on the 

24-member executive board as a sophomore. As president, 

she wants to continue to grow membership (up to nearly 400 

from 300 students) in PUDm and increase engagement with 

the Riley children and families they support. Though anyone 

can show up to the dance, the members serve on various 

committees ranging from catering to entertainment options 

for the big event. Besides making personal visits, PUDm 

members also sponsor fun family events. Families have 

a TImE TO daNCE
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come to various Purdue days on campus, attended volleyball 

games and participated in bowling fundraisers.

“There are anywhere from 10 to 20 Riley families that we 

connect with on a regular basis,” says Beka Schroeder  

(HTm ’12), vice president of PUDm last year. “They come to 

the dance marathon to share their stories and celebrate 

with us. I always cry every year — it’s unbelievable how much 

those kids have gone through and yet how strong they are.”

Held annually in november, the dance marathon at-

tracts more than 1,000 dancers, many actively fundraising 

throughout the year. The event takes place in the Armory and 

both Hepp and Schroeder affirm that everyone stays on their 

feet for the duration. 

“my favorite part of the marathon is hearing the kids tell 

their stories and how much Riley has meant in their lives,” 

Hepp says. “That’s the motivation to keep you on your feet.”

Schroeder, now a catering sales manager at the Sheraton 

Chicago o’Hare Airport Hotel, says she’ll miss her involve-

ment with dance marathon and considers it one of her most 

meaningful college experiences. There are many more PUDm 

alumni like her. In fact, one of Hepp’s goals is to find opportu-

nities to engage alums like Schroeder who want to continue 

to be part of PUDm’s work for Riley.

Lindsay Van Houten (nUR ’11) is another alumna who says 

PUDm literally helped change the course of her life. growing 

up with portal hypertension, Van Houten was familiar with 

long hospital stays, as well as the lifesaving efforts of doc-

tors and nurses at Riley. After getting involved with PUDm in 

her freshman year, she switched from liberal arts to nursing. 

It was no easy transition, she says, taking all science courses 

her sophomore year just to be able to apply. 

The academics worked out for Van Houten. She was named 

an HHS outstanding Senior in may, and now works as a 

pediatric nurse at Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore. But 

the Riley kids helped ease the path to her career. “That’s the 

greatest thing about the Dance marathon,” she says. “The Ri-

ley kids and families are at the focus. Seeing these families 

and knowing I could help them even more in the future really 

inspired me.”

Dance marathon is a nationwide movement involving college 

and high school students at more than 150 schools. Since 

1991, Dance marathon has raised more than $50 million for 

Children’s miracle network hospitals.

Tammy Weaver-Stoike with William Meiners

For more information on Purdue University Dance 

Marathon, visit www.purdue.edu/pudm.

in november 2012, the Purdue University dance marathon 

will have raised more than $1 million for riley Hospital for 

Children. (Courtesy PUdm)
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While visitors to the 2012 Indiana State Fair could 

feast on a variety of fried foods — from chicken 

sandwiches wrapped in donut goo to the renowned frosting 

filled and fried spongy treats — there were some healthy 

alternatives. Purdue Extension representatives from the 

College of Health and Human Sciences put on the “myPlate 

and Beyond” exhibit in the DuPont Food Pavilion in August. 

The interactive exhibit illustrated the U.S. Department of 

Agriculture’s tool that emphasizes the five food groups that 

are part of a healthy diet: fruits, vegetables, grains, proteins 

and dairy. 

•	 That’s	Connie	Weaver	(at	left,	in	black),	head	and	Distin-

guished Professor of nutrition Science, no doubt empha-

sizing the benefits of calcium. Fairgoers who completed 

a scavenger hunt of questions while visiting the exhibit 

received a Purdue Extension cup and a coupon for a free 

glass of milk at the Dairy Bar. 

•	 “Visitors	learned	how	easy	it	is	to	shop	for	food,	grow	

their own, plan meals and eat together,” says Lisa graves, 

Extension specialist in nutrition science. “From child to 

adult, the exhibit featured tips and ideas for everyone to 

build a healthy plate.”

•	 The	exhibit	was	created	by	the	Purdue	Agricultural	

Communication Exhibit Design Center and specialists 

and faculty in the Department of nutrition Science. The 

American Dairy Association and Indiana’s Dairy Farm 

Families provided funding.

Photos by Mark Simons

hEalThy farE 

at tHe state Fair
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MArC e. Fey (Phd ’81 slHs) 

knew by high school that he want-

ed a career in speech-language 

pathology. His mother, a “speech 

correctionist,” was his first profes-

sional inspiration. His road to west 

lafayette, somewhat unexpected, 

came after a brief stop at memphis 

state, where he followed laurence leonard, his mentor 

and major professor, to Purdue.

 Purdue, fey says, helped prepare him in myriad ways for 

an academic career. shortly after graduating, he wrote 

Language Intervention with Young Children, considered a 

classic in the field. “for a junior faculty member, taking 

the time to write a book is not necessarily a wise thing 

to do,” says fey, now a professor in the department of 

Hearing and speech at the University of Kansas medical 

Center. “in this particular case, the book was successful 

beyond my wildest imagination and really set the stage 

for my whole career.” 

vIrGInIA A. JACkO (ms ’75 Csr) 

might have spent the rest of her ca-

reer in Purdue business offices had 

she not taken medical leave in 2000. 

but with her vision slowly declining, 

Jacko went to the miami lighthouse 

for the blind and visually impaired 

to learn how to more effectively use 

her computer. she was so impressed with miami light-

house that she began volunteering there, helping others 

reach their full potential in spite of visual limitations. 

she then joined the board, became board treasurer and 

is today the president and Ceo.

Jacko runs the company like a university, taking it from 

one grant to now 30 active grants and tripling revenue 

from $2 million to $6 million in five years. “i had an 

opportunity at Purdue to see how top leaders run an or-

ganization,” says Jacko, who even models the renowned 

music program of miami lighthouse on the Purdue  

musical organizations. 

BrenDA MAJOr (Phd ’78 Psy) 

had begun her graduate work at 

miami University of ohio when she 

met Kay deaux, a dynamic young 

psychology professor from Purdue. 

she transferred to Purdue for the 

opportunity to work with deaux. “it 

was a game changer for me because 

of the level of professionalism, the mentoring and the 

grad students surrounding me,” major says. “it com-

pletely changed the course of my career.”

 After 30 years in the field, major, now a distinguished 

professor at the University of California, santa barbara, 

is still thrilled by the act of discovery. “i get paid to ask 

people questions, and i just can’t wait to see the data,” 

says major, who focuses on psychological resilience and 

how people cope with, adapt to and overcome adverse 

life circumstances.

HHs awards
In APrIL, CHrISTIne LADISCH, THe InAUGUrAL DeAn OF THe COLLeGe OF HeALTH AnD HUMAn SCIenCeS, weLCOMeD THe 
SeCOnD GrOUP OF reCIPIenTS TO THe 2012 AnnUAL AwArDS DInner. wITH PArTnerSHIP SUPPOrT FrOM THe HeALTH AnD 
HUMAn SCIenCeS ALUMnI ASSOCIATIOn AnD THe PUrDUe ALUMnI ASSOCIATIOn, THe evenT HOnOreD THe COLLeGe’S nIne 
OUTSTAnDInG SenIOrS, ALOnG wITH THree DISTInGUISHeD ALUMnI, A ServICe AwArD wInner AnD An OUTSTAnDInG yOUnG 
ALUMnA.

distinguisHed alumni
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AnTHOny CAwDrOn rarely 

has a “typical” day. As events 

coordinator and house manager 

for westwood, the home of Pur-

due’s president, Cawdron could be 

orchestrating a westwood gathering 

one week and greeting alumni on a 

President’s Council cruise the next. 

Having worked for two Purdue presidents now, he says 

the constant change of pace keeps life interesting. A 

good attitude helps, too.

Cawdron has taught classes and seminars in the school 

of Hospitality and tourism management, delivering the 

messages of business etiquette and good manners. “All 

of us in academics teach with the hope of passing on 

knowledge to someone who will use it,” says Cawdron, 

who was quite surprised by the award. “we don’t really 

do it for any other reason, so it’s nice to be recognized.” 

krISTIn M. HITTLe (bs ’03 nUr) 

first tested her squeamish levels for 

blood with a high school internship 

in st. vincent’s emergency room in 

indianapolis. she passed with fly-

ing colors and enrolled in Purdue’s 

school of nursing. now, as a pediat-

ric nurse practitioner at Children’s 

medical Center of dallas, Hittle says she uses the basic 

nursing training she received at Purdue all the time.

recognized as a dedicated leader in professional nurs-

ing organizations like sigma theta tau since her school 

days, Hittle has continued to elevate her own commit-

ment to the field. “Health care in general allows you to 

take care of people one patient and family at a time,” 

she says. “As a leader, i have the opportunity to change 

health care for people i’m never going to meet.” 

serviCe     outstanding young alumna

outstanding seniors

ALex  
COLSTOn

Consumer 
sciences and 
retailing

weSLey  
wILSOn

Health and 
Kinesiology

kAyLIe  
wALTz

Health  
sciences

JULIA 
BrAnSTrATOr

Hospitality 
and tourism 
management

CHrISTInA 
CITTA

Human 
development 

and family 
studies

LInDSAy 
vAn HOUTen

nursing

LynDSey 
rAe HUSS

nutrition 
science

AFrIDA 
rAHMAn

Psychological 
sciences

LISA 
CLeMenTS

speech, 
language, 

and Hearing 
sciences
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1960s
JAmes leroy Kite, HK ’66, ms ’69, is 
the store manager of a CVS Pharmacy 
in Brownsburg, Ind. 

JAnet Howe, He ’69, is a guidance 
counselor and serves on the board of 
directors for the American School in 
Lansing, Ill.  

1970s
eileen mArie Hoefler, Psy ’72, is 
the program manager for sales com-
pensation at IBm in Campbell, Calif.

CArol (mcgAUgHey) Cowen, slHs 
’73, is a senior contract manager at 
DSR RSTA Inc. in melbourne, Fla.

rHeA dAwn (wilCoX) smitH, He ’73, 
is the marketing director of Applied 
Thermal Engineering in ostrander, 
ohio.

nAnCy mAnUel, Hdfs ’76, a Purdue 
extension educator, serves on the 
Adams County Extension Board in 
Decatur, Ind. 

JoHn smAllmAn, Psy ’78, retired 
as the staff counterintelligence of-
ficer for the U.S. Seventh Fleet, U.S.S. 
Blue Ridge (LCC-19). In retirement he 
has been activated as the JAg (Judge 
Advocate general) attorney for the U.S. 
Pacific Fleets Pacific Partnership 2012 
humanitarian mission to Southeast 
Asia. 

1980s
sHAwn (smitH) bing, Csr ’81, is 
the owner of Shawn’s needle nook in 
Longwood, Fla.

Kimberly (JACKson) KimieCiK, 
nUtr ’83, is the director of develop-
ment for miami University Libraries in 
oxford, ohio. 

bridget (PriCe) nelson, Htm ’83, is 
the senior human resources manager 
specializing in compliance at Dex one 
in Cary, n.C. 

gretCHen mArie PAige, slHs ms 
’84, works as an audiologist for EnTAA 
Care in glen Burnie, md.

miCHelle (billingsly) wHeAt, Csr 
’84, is an interior designer at Scholer 
Corporation in Lafayette, Ind. 

lAnA (griffin) bUrnAU, Psy ’85, is 
the agency director of Homecare By 
Design in Lafayette, Ind. 

lindA sPAng, HsCi ’85, is the associ-
ate dean of allied health at Davenport 
University in grand Rapids, mich.  

dennis CAHill, Htm ’86, is the direc-
tor of training and development at 
Applebee’s Restaurants in Valparaiso, 
Ind. 

PAmelA veverA, Csr ’86, is the posi-
tive associate relations manager for 
marmaxx, a TJX Companies division, in 
miami, Fla.

CyntHiA (brown) reniCKer, slHs 
’88, is an ABA therapist at Cornerstone 
Autism Center in West Lafayette, Ind. 

PHiliP sCHAtZle, Csr ’88, is the 
assistant manager of Stew Leonard’s 
Wines in newton, Conn. 

1990s
CHristine (tUrPin) Herron, Htm 
’90, is the chief operations officer at 
Westwind management, a real estate 
property management firm in Aurora, 
Colo. 

lindA (PAsqUAle) meZZACAPo, 
Htm ’90, is an operations manager 
and franchise business consultant at 
Dunkin’ Brands in Canton, mass. 

HAilin qU, Htm ’92, is the Regents 
Professor and William E. Davis  
Distinguished Chair. He received the 
2011 Eminent Faculty Award and the 
2012 Founder’s Award for Lifetime 
Contributions in Creation Knowledge 
at oklahoma State University.

JAde (beer) virA, Csr ’92, is the 
marketing manager of monaco RV in 
Wakarusa, Ind.  

stACey dAwAlt, Htm ’97, is the man-
ager of production, pre-production 
at nestle Dreyer’s Ice Cream in Fort 
Wayne, Ind. 

AngelA (vAnderwiJst) Hegde, Htm 
’97, is a credit/collection coordinator at 
Cardinal Health in owings mill, md.

generations
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AT www.PUrDUe.eDU/HHS/ALUMnI/UPDATe_reCOrD.HTML.
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Amy lynn noesen, Hdfs ms ’97, is 
a school social worker at grand Prairie 
Elementary School in Frankfort, Ill.   

loni (CHoltCo) mUnsHower, 
Htm’98, works as a real estate agent 
at Howard Hana in mars, Pa.

sCott swiger, Htm ’98, is a busi-
ness/systems analyst at guestCounts 
Hospitality in merion Station, Penn. 

nAtHAn weis, Htm ’98, is a national 
account sales manager in the sports 
division for Pernod Ricard USA in new 
York City. 

eriC JoHnson, Htm ’99, is a general 
manager of Kemper Sports manage-
ment, developing several programs at 
Swan Point Yacht & Country Club in 
Issue, md. 

timotHy mcenery, Htm ’99, is  
the founder of Cooper’s Hawk Winery 
and Restaurant in Countryside, Ill.. 
He was named a 2012 finalist for the 
Ernst & Young Entrepreneur of the Year 
midwest. 

Jennifer monCel, Csr ’99, is the 
owner designer of Bullet Boutfits in 
Indianapolis. 

dAnielle (riCe) sAldivAr, Htm ’99, 
works as an information technology 
field technician at goodwill of Central 
Arizona in Phoenix.  

JessiCA (Pettry) smitH, Htm ’99,  
is a human resources business leader 
at northrop grumman in Annapolis 
Junction, md. 

2000s
niCHolAs KoonZ, Htm ’00, is a 
rooms executive at the Hyatt Regency 
Bethesda in maryland.

lUigi CArlos, Htm ’01, is a com-
pensation planning and forecasting 
analyst at Accenture in Chicago.

teri (CUmmins) flory, Htm ’01, is 
the solo practitioner at Flory Law Firm 
in Lafayette, Ind.

briCe Hiner, Csr ’01, directs the 
marketing efforts of Lyon Workspace 
Products in montgomery, Ill.

Pete sHUey, Htm ’02, is the general 
manager at Simmzy’s Restaurant in 
manhattan Beach, Calif.

JessiCA bUtCHer, Csr ’04, is the 
event marketing manager at Vail  
Resorts in Keystone, Colo.

emily KeCK, Htm ’04, is the human 
resources coordinator at the Star-
wood/St. Regis Houston in Houston, 
Texas.

dAn williAms, Csr ’04, is an account 
director at Spotify in new York City. 

Abbey HArPer, Csr ’05, is a senior 
account manager for CVS Caremark in 
Scottsdale, Ariz.

Jesse goodmAn, Csr ’05, is the 
south Texas district manager at 
Schneider Electric in Austin. 

rebeCCA (riegle) steUer, Htm ’05, 
the general manager of the Fairfield 
Inn & Suites in Indianapolis. She 
earned a 2011 “Sales Excellence” 
award from White Lodging.

Amber tUlly, Htm ’05, is the re-
sort experience manager at marriott 
StreamSide in Vail, Colo.

Kevin melAnson, Htm ’06, is the 
founder and owner of 729 Vending in 
Bethesda, md.

risHi rAJ nigAm, Htm ’06, is the 
corporate director of concessions 
services at the International Speedway 
Corporation/Americrown in Daytona 
Beach, Fla.

Andrew niXon, Csr ’06, earned his 
master’s degree in business adminis-
tration from Purdue in 2012. 

Kelley tHomPson, nUr ’06, a neo-
natal nurse practitioner at St. Anthony 
Health in Crown Point, Ind., graduated 
from Rush University in Chicago with a 
master of science in 2011.

CArrie PetrosKi, Htm ’06, is the ho-
tel manager of Rosen Hotels & Resorts 
in orlando, Fla.

JennA (sKierKowsKi) wArgo, Hdfs 
’06, is an academic advisor in Purdue’s 
Krannert School of management.

mAttHew george, HsCi ’07, gradu-
ated from medical school at American 
University of the Caribbean in 2012 and 
began his residency in internal medi-
cine at Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit.
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megAn (stAley) smitH, Htm ’07, 
works as a project coordinator at 
Universal meeting management in 
Raleigh, n.C.

dereK bAssett, Csr ’08, is an ac-
count manager at CVS Caremark in 
Chicago. 

eriCKA King-betts, Hdfs ’08, is  
the executive director of the Cincinnati 
Human Relations Commission.

lAUren (Jones) brAdy, HK ’08, is an 
orthotic and prosthetic practitioner 
at midwest orthotics and Technology 
Center in Indianapolis. 
 

brien monterA, Csr ’08, works as 
an account manager at otis Elevator 
Co. in needham, mass. 

AnnA stevenson, Htm ’08, is a 
program manager at ITA group in West 
Des moines, Iowa.
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eriCA (weber) birKley, Psy ’09, a 
doctoral student research assistant 
at the University of Kentucky, is a 
graduate student representative on 
the board of directors for the Kentucky 
Psychological Association.

JessiCA CHUbinsKi, nUtr ’09, is a 
dietitian at Riley Hospital for Children 
in Indianapolis.

gretCHen dAUmen, HK ’09, is a 
certified athletic trainer at AthletiCo in 
Aurora, Ill. 

2010s
JessiCA AUeritt, HK ’10, took over 
ownership of LA Café in Whitestown, 
Ind.. 

JessiCA CAtes, Csr ’10, is a digital 
account executive at DAC group in new 
Albany, Ind. 

ClAire HArris, Psy ’10, is an inclu-
sion specialist at Wediko Children’s 
Services in Boston.  

morgAn mcfArlAnd, HsCi ’10, is a 
safety officer at the Joliet Job Corps 
Center in Joliet, Ill. 

lAUrA mesKer, Htm ’10, is a food 
service director at Aramark Education 
K-12 in oakland City, Ind.

miCHelle miCHAelson, Csr ’10, is 
an assistant buyer at Sears Holdings in 
Hoffman Estates, Ill. 

JessiCA PriCe, HK ’10, is a reception-
ist at Tom Wood Automotive in India-
napolis. She also serves on the board 
of directors for Diabetic Teens Without 
Boundaries. 

stACy rAUber, Htm ’12, is the 
manager of Pappas Restaurants Pap-
padeaux Seafood Kitchen in Dallas, 
Texas. 

Though their conferred degrees may have 
come from departments named differently at 
the time, the alumni listed in Generations are 
matched with the academic units by the current 
names. 

 csr consumEr sciEncEs and rEtailing
 hk  hEalth and kinEsiology
 hsci hEalth sciEncEs
 hE  homE Economics
 htm  hospitality and tourism managEmEnt
 hdfs human dEvElopmEnt and family studiEs
 nur  nursing
 nutr  nutrition sciEncE
 psy  psychological sciEncEs
 slhs  spEEch, languagE, and hEaring sciEncEssearch “coLLege of 

heaLth anD human sciences.”

AlysHA KUPferer, Csr ’11, served as associate producer on the short  
animated film “The girl and the Fox,” which was written, directed and produced 
by her brother, Tyler Kupferer (Technology ’08) and a team of some 50 young 
artists. Released online in June (www.girlandthefox.com/watch.html), the film 
is a dramatic short about a 9-year old girl who must track a mysterious fox 
through a foreboding wilderness. It has been recognized by some of the most 
notable honors in student filmmaking and animation, including the Student 
Academy Awards, the College Television Awards and more. 
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LiFeLines
PLeASe COnSIDer SUPPOrTInG OUr 2012-13 FUnDInG InITIATIveS.

Women’s global HealtH institute
the institute will become a national model for compre-

hensive, integrated, interdisciplinary and coordinated 

research focused on chronic disease prevention on a 

global scale. outcomes will include: strategies for im-

proving women’s health around the world; infrastructure 

to support research applying new technologies to opti-

mize health and preventing disease; and training across 

disciplines for careers in women’s health research.

undergraduate sCHolarsHips
As a new college, we’ve started at ground zero to estab-

lish unrestricted undergraduate student scholarships. 

Unrestricted scholarship funds are awarded across the 

college to help achieve strategic enrollment initiatives. A 

scholarship often means the difference between a stu-

dent coming to Purdue or not. gifts of any amount will 

help us build the HHs undergraduate scholarship fund 

and benefit students.

teaCHing aWard For exCellenCe   
in undergraduate eduCation
this monetary award was established to recognize 

excellence and innovation in undergraduate teaching 

and contributions to undergraduate learning beyond 

classroom instruction. Award recipients are chosen by a 

committee of HHs faculty based on nominations by their 

departments or schools.

graduate student support
financial support for graduate student education and 

living stipends provides a competitive advantage among 

our peer institutions. exceptional graduate students are 

crucial to attracting high-profile faculty and research 

funding. in turn, high-profile faculty are crucial when 

competing for exceptional graduate students.

endoWed proFessorsHips
endowed professorships play a vital role in attracting 

and retaining top faculty in the competitive world of 

higher education. endowed professorships cover part 

or all of a faculty member’s salary, thereby allowing the 

college to reduce its student-to-faculty ratio (a statistic 

used for college rankings and other institutional evalua-

tions).

College-Wide initiatives
funds are needed to support a variety of college-level 

initiatives including expanding undergraduate stu-

dent research opportunities, leadership development 

programs and experiential learning opportunities, such 

as service learning and study abroad; bringing top re-

searchers from around the world to campus to enhance 

classroom learning; recognizing HHs faculty through an-

nual research awards; and recruiting a diverse popula-

tion of undergraduate students. 

mary louise Foster 
february 18, 1921 -  August 28, 2012

mary louise foster served as profes-

sor and academic counselor, making 

a difference in the lives of countless 

students during her nearly 60-year 

career at Purdue. each year, the 

HHs student Council holds a silent auction prior to the 

Purdue Homecoming game to raise funds for the schol-

arship established in foster’s name. the scholarship is 

awarded annually to an HHs undergraduate student.

For more information about how you can support the 

College of Health and Human Sciences, or to talk with 

someone about making a gift, please contact the HHS  

Office of Advancement at 765-494-7890 or 800-535-7303 

or hhsalums@purdue.edu.



aDministration
Christine Ladisch, Inaugural Dean 

Tom Berndt, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and 
Administration 

Liping Cai, Associate Dean for Diversity and 
International Programs 

Dorothy Teegarden,  Associate Dean for Research and 
graduate Programs 

Directors
Angie Abbott, Program Leader for HHS Extension, and 
Assistant Director of the Cooperative Extension Service  

Denise Buhrmester, Director of Communications 

Linda Conner, Director of Student Services 

Mona Holdcraft, Director of Financial Affairs   

Anita risk, Director of Information Technology  

Judy Schumaker, Director of Advancement  

unit heaDs
Chris Agnew, Psychological Sciences 

Sugato Chakravarty, Consumer Sciences 
and Retailing

Doran French, Human Development and 
Family Studies

Timothy Gavin, Health and Kinesiology 

rich Ghiselli, Hospitality and Tourism management  

Jane kirkpatrick, nursing 

keith kluender, Speech, Language, and 
Hearing Sciences  

Connie weaver, nutrition Science 

wei zheng, Health Sciences 

Comments? Contact Denise Buhrmester, Director 
of Communications, dmbuhrmester@purdue.edu, 

765-496-3663.

Moving? Send change-of-address notices to Development and 
Alumni Information Services, Purdue University, 

403 W. Wood St., West Lafayette, In 47907.
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photographers

Dan Howell, copy editor
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forwarD
in its second year of existence, Purdue’s 

College of Health and Human sciences (HHs) 

continues to create a campus atmosphere 

that maximizes our learning, discovery and 

engagement mission. from classroom efforts 

to better educate our students to research 

breakthroughs that lead to both disease 

prevention and better coping strategies for 

patients, HHs remains focused on the everyday 

quality of life. And through collaborations and a 

global outlook, we’re just getting our feet wet. 
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